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towards the stuff and crop great mouthfuls of it with apparent
satisfaction. It seems that the 'Umaniya camels are bred
to eat the plant and suffer no ill effects. Another plant that
now began to be a prominent feature in the scene—to con-
tinue with us for practically the rest of our wanderings-
was the Abal, growing to the tree-like stature of 5 or 6 feet
with trunks of substantial girth, which provide excellent
fuel. Its roots are often 20 feet or more in length and seemed
to spread out horizontally over the sands,
Half way through the afternoon we entered the bare dune-
tract of Al Mughammida, forming apparently part of the
great band of similar character which had gradually been
converging on our route from the left and which extends
eastward to and along the sea coast. The name of this
tract suggests limitation on the traveller's outlook, and we
meandered blindly among the dimes, generally of the typical
horseshoe pattern, seeking a way through the maze. As we
advanced the undulations became more and more imposing,
our course being dictated by the contours of the hummocks
which often ran together in parallel groups. At times we had
to descend steep slopes, our camels lurching heavily down to
my growing discomfort as my stiffness increased. 'Ala's sharp
eyes soon picked up the tracks of a party of five camels that
had passed this way as recently as the previous evening,
doubtless a party of Murra folk returning to their grazing
cattle in the further sands. The riders had done a good
deal of walking to ease their beasts in the heavy going, and
one of them was a girl—ay, said 'Ali, and a virgin, and may
be beautiful as are often the girls of our people. We were to
see those same tracks again and again on the morrow, though
we never saw their makers, until finally they diverged from
our route and we regretfully abandoned the pursuit of the
fair one, whose light and jaunty tread had distinguished her
trail from that of a matron. Why ! said 'Ali, we Murra, if we
know a camel, can with complete-certitude identify the tracks
of its off-spring though we may never have seen it.
A broad band of dung-pellets in the midst of generations of
obliterated or all-but-obliterated camel-tracks pointed the
way to the watering of Bir al Nabit, whose exact position in

